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Unix in a Nutshell, Fourth EditionO'Reilly, 2005
As an open operating system, Unix can be improved on by  anyone and everyone: individuals, companies, universities,  and more. As a result, the very nature of Unix has been  altered over the years by numerous extensions formulated in  an assortment of versions. Today, Unix encompasses  everything from Sun's Solaris to Apple's Mac...
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CSS Hacks and Filters: Making Cascading Stylesheets WorkJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Here's how to make CSS work the way it should
Cascading Style Sheets, the technology meant to bring order out of chaos by letting you update Web sites effortlessly, just doesn't always work. You recognize that when you discover your graphics, perfectly positioned in Firefox, throw your page out of whack when viewed in Explorer. The solution?...
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Fundamentals of Probability: With Stochastic ProcessesCRC Press, 2018

	
		"The 4th edition of Ghahramani's book is replete with intriguing historical notes, insightful comments, and well-selected examples/exercises that, together, capture much of the essence of probability. Along with its Companion Website, the book is suitable as a primary resource for a first course in probability. Moreover, it...
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Systematic Design for Emergence in Cellular Nonlinear Networks: With Applications in Natural Computing and Signal Processing-Springer, 2008
The main problem addressed in this book came out during a Fulbright research fellowship stage at U.C. Berkeley (California, USA, 1996–1998). Then, I had the opportunity to work in the research group of Leon Chua on a subject called CNN (cellular neural/nonlinear network). The CNN, developed in the end of the 1980s was an important step ahead...
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PCI Bus Demystified (With CD-ROM)Newnes, 2000
Doug Abbott is founder and president of Intellimetrix, Inc., a computer hardware design firm in Silver City, New Mexico. He has conducted seminars on PCI bus theory and design for such companies as Intel and Sun Microsystems.

(LLH Technology Publishing) Up-to-the-minute information on the PCI bus, inside and out, from a PCI bus expert....
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Information Operations PlanningArtech House Publishers, 2006
Information operations involve the use of military information and how it is gathered, manipulated, and fused. It includes such critical functions asintelligence, surveillance, reconnaissance, command and control, communications, and precision navigation. Separating myth from reality, this authoritative resource provides military professionals with...
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Broadband Optical Access Networks and Fiber-to-the-Home: Systems Technologies and Deployment StrategiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Broadband Optical Access and Fiber-to-the-Home (FTTH) will provide the ultimate broadband service capabilities.
    Compared with the currently well-deployed broadband access technologies of ADSL (Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line) and Cable Modems, optical broadband access with Fiber-to-the-User’s home will cater for...
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ScreenOS CookbookO'Reilly, 2008
Written by key members of Juniper Network's ScreenOS development team, this one-of-a-kind Cookbook helps you troubleshoot secure networks that run ScreenOS firewall appliances. Scores of recipes address a wide range of security issues, provide step-by-step solutions, and include discussions of why the recipes work, so you can easily set up and keep...
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Trustworthy Computing: Analytical and Quantitative Engineering EvaluationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
"The book itself is a commendable achievement, and it deals with the security and software reliability theory in an integrated fashion with emphasis on practical applications to software engineering and information technology. It is an excellent and unique book and definitely a seminal contribution and first of its kind."
...
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IP Routing Primer PlusSams Publishing, 2001
IP Routing Primer Plus takes the reader on a methodical journey through the OSI model and shows the relationship of the different IP protocol suite. It gives the readers a "big picture view" design to equip them to use the protocols, or to prepare for a certification exam. Topics covered include a review of the OSI model as well as:

...
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The Complete FreeBSD, Fourth EditionO'Reilly, 2003

	FreeBSD is by far the most popular version of BSDÐ’®, the legendary operating system that has contributed a great deal to every version of UnixÐ’® in use today (including Mac OSÐ’® X). Originally a community effort by the University of California at Berkeley, FreeBSD was aimed at making Unix a little friendlier and easier to...
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Exploratory Analysis and Data Modeling in Functional NeuroimagingMIT Press, 2002
"All of the papers are well presented and accompanied by illustrative experimental applications. The book coverage goes beyond standard methodologies in functional neuroimaging and amounts to a highly valuable contribution to the field."
 -- Alfonso Nieto-Castanon, Neural Networks 18 (2005) 307-308 

       Functional...
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